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isla maciel

panel, text and �ip book concerning the 
reality and our look on Isla Maciel, 
Buenos Aires
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2016

S/T (globus)

a 14 “ globus accompanied by a 8 
minutes video projected in a 10” tablet

https://vimeo.com/204877585
pasword: globus





2016

Common Places

conceptual and visual art intervention
realized with migrants related to the 
City of Rijeka, European Capital of 
Culture 2020, during the last 100 years, 
Croatia. 



exit hole out of reality

an intervention in the public space, a 
trompe-l'oeil which invites us to escape 
with our mind out of the material reality
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instruction manual

a series of instruction manuals  which 
have been modi�ed part of the drawing 
or the text.

Ink impresion on paper
many di�erent exhibitions

2010-2017
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how much do we have to grow inward 
in order to grow outside?

an intervention in the public space on 
advertising media carried out in the 
cities of Freising, Germany; Vitoria-
Gasteiz, Spain; and Buenos Aires, 
Argentine, Santiago de Chile.
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save me

a serie of embroidered silks with images 
and texts taken from instructions 
manuals which has been modi�ed part 
of the drawing or the text
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embrace

images of the video that show the 
performance achieved with the jackets  
made completely with each part of the 
velcro material

https://vimeo.com/207428649
pasword: embrace
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the world / my world

 This Mario Paniego's work is transparent as the crystal of a window. 
This work is indeed a window. A window that separates the personal, 
intimate, domestic space from the exterior one, the street, the noise, the 
meetings. In this piece there turn out to be represented the private and the 
public spaces. Both spaces arenecessary and both spaces can be hells or 
paradises, let's not forget it.

 Both big spheres and the little houses form a work in which an oppo-
sition provides sense to the piece: To be inside or to be out? To look inward, 
to look towardsout?. To want to see, to try to understand how we live and 
how we occupy the spaces it is a worry concern in Mario Paniego's work. 
Mario looks and observes the environment to understand our position in 
this great chaos that is the world and the life.

 In an individual who is both in his or her intimate spaces and in the
public spaces we have a full and satis�ed individual. Would it means that 
both spheres have to support a subtle balance, a soft dance ... as delicate, 
fragile and precarious as the material of this work?.

Text: Belén Cerezo
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the world / my world

2m diameter in�atable spheres build on 
pvc. One has �ve houses atached to the 
outside surface, the other one atached 
to the inside



home I

house of light and a power cable placed 
in a spiral  occupying the whole space of 
the room



home II

foam houses, surrounded by thum-
btacks covering the hole expositive 
space



dedondevienenloslapices

wherethepencilscamefrom



around

�gures of people wearing suitcases 
made of mud that give turns on hemp 
ropes placed on wooden pulleys ancho-
red to the �oor and to the ceiling of the 
room

dimensions variable 
Bristol 1999 / Bilbao 2016
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there is not round trip

60x80cmblack and white photography 
de 60x80cm Inside a crystal box and a 
text in white vinyl back and foth



mario paniego
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